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	For half a century, computer scientists have been working on systems for discovering
	lawful patterns in letters, numbers, words and images. The research
	has expanded into the computational study of the process of scientific discovery,
	producing such well-known AI programs as BACON and DENDRAL. However,
	autonomous discovery systems have been rarely used in the real world. While
	many factors have contributed to this, the most chronic difficulties seem always
	to fall into two categories: (1) the representation of the prior knowledge that
	people bring to their tasks, and (2) the awareness of new context.


	Many difficult scientific discovery tasks can only be solved in interactive ways,
	by combining intelligent computing techniques with intuitive and adaptive user
	interfaces. It is inevitable that human intelligence is used in scientific discovery
	systems. For example, the human eyes can capture complex patterns and relationships,
	along with detecting the exceptional cases in a data set. The human
	brain can easily manipulate perceptions (shape, color, balance, time, distance,
	direction, speed, force, similarity, likelihood, intent and well-being) to make decisions.
	This process consists of perception and communication and it is often
	ubiquitous and autonomous. We refer to this kind of intelligence as ambient
	intelligence (AmI).


	Ambient intelligence is about human interaction with information in a way
	that permits humans to spot interesting signs in massive data sources – building
	tools that capitalize on human strengths and compensate for human weaknesses
	to enhance and extend discovery capabilities. For example, people are much
	better than machines at detecting patterns in a visual scene, while machines are
	better at manipulating streams of numbers.
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Conspiracy in Camelot: The Complete History of the Assassination of John Fitzgerald KennedyAlgora Publishing, 2003
Those not already deeply immersed in recondite Kennedy assassination lore will find this offering by Kroth-an associate professor of counseling psychology at Santa Clara University, and a contributor to CounterPunch, a biweekly "muckraking newsletter"-well over the top. Advertised as an "objective" look at the myriad conspiracy...
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Beyond Governance: Creating Corporate Value through Performance, Conformance and ResponsibilityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
T oday’s finance professionals face a very different world to
their predecessors. The steady, planned and predictable
world of the accountant has been changed beyond
measure, by a number of pressures including:

. corporate scandals and the consequent intense focus on
corporate governance and risk management;...
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Approximation AlgorithmsSpringer, 2004

	Covering the basic techniques used in the latest research work, the author consolidates progress made so far, including some very recent and promising results, and conveys the beauty and excitement of work in the field. He gives clear, lucid explanations of key results and ideas, with intuitive proofs, and provides critical examples and numerous...
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Massively Parallel Evolutionary Computation on GPGPUs (Natural Computing Series)Springer, 2013

	Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are metaheuristics that learn from natural collective behavior and are applied to solve optimization problems in domains such as scheduling, engineering, bioinformatics, and finance. Such applications demand acceptable solutions with high-speed execution using finite computational resources. Therefore, there have...
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Cooperative Systems Design: Seamless Integration of Artifacts and Conversations--Enhanced Concepts of Infrastructure for CommunicationIOS Press, 2006

   The papers included in this book draw from a rich empirical background including studies in healthcare, homecare, software-development, architectural design, marine insurance industry and learning in university settings. They integrate different theoretical foundations and conceptual frameworks to further the understanding of cooperative...
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Integrating ISA Server 2006 with Microsoft Exchange 2007Syngress Publishing, 2008
Everything IT pros need to know about using ISA Server 2006 to defend their companies' email and remote users from hack attacks!     

       This book is a convenient, targeted, single-source guide to integrating Microsoft's ISA Server with Exchange 2007 SP1. Unlike longwinded "comprehensive resources" it doesn't waste time...
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